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Why unfold RNA molecules ?
• Like proteins, RNAs must adopt specific three-dimensional

shapes to perform their structural and catalytic roles.

• To solve the “RNA folding problem” we need to understand
the kinetics and thermodynamics of 2ry and 3ry elements
such as:

helices, kissing loops,  3-helix junctions,
base triplets,   pseudoknots  and  metal-ion cores.

• Unlike protein, the structure of RNA is hierarchical:
- the energy of 2ry and 3ry interactions are additive
- perhaps its  3-D  structure  can  be  predicted           

.            through an ‘aufbau’ algorithm
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manipulating single RNAs

Pulling of P5ab (simple hairpin)

QuickTime™ and a
Animation decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Force (Force (pNpN))

Extension (nm)Extension (nm)
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Mechanical unfolding of P5ab
P5ab  in Mg++ P5ab   in   EDTA

W(z) = < F(z' ) > dz'
0

z

∫ <-- Free energy of unfolding
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Near or at the transition force, P5ab displays 
bi-stability:
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Thermally driven hopping between 
open and closed states

QuickTime™ and a
Motion JPEG A decompressor

are needed to see this picture.
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Reaction coordinate notation
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P5ab: hopping vs. force

1 sec

20 nm

Directly observe K,   kDirectly observe K,   k11,   k,   k--1    1    as a function of forceas a function of force
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Effect of tension on the 
rate of unfolding

Closed Open
k1

k-1

k ~ e k ~ e --∆∆G*+ F G*+ F ∆∆l*l*

The transition state is equidistant 
between the folded and the 

unfolded state for P5ab

d ln k1, −1 (F)
dF

= (±)
∆ l1, −1

‡(F)
kBT

∆l1
≠ (F1/2)= 11.2 nm

∆l-1 
≠ (F1/2)= 10.9 nm

An equivalent expression to the Arrhenius 
equation can be derived:
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P5abc core stabilized by Mg++
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Irreversible unfolding of 
P5abc in Mg++

with Mg++ without Mg++ (EDTA)
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No reversibility.
No hopping.

What tools can we use to 
derive kinetic or 

thermodynamic properties?

Unfold the same molecule many Unfold the same molecule many 
times by ramping the force up times by ramping the force up 
at a known rate.  at a known rate.  F = F = rtrt
Treat unfolding events as an Treat unfolding events as an 
ensemble and plot unfolding ensemble and plot unfolding 
rate rate vsvs. instantaneous force.  . instantaneous force.  
ArrhneusArrhneus--like behavior gives:like behavior gives:

dNdN//dtdt = = --kk1 1 NN ee--rtrt ∆∆l*/l*/kkBBTT

Express as Express as probabilityprobability--ofof--remainingremaining--folded folded at a givenat a given forceforce
N (F, r)N (F, r)

RangeRange
Of forcesOf forces

Kinetic unfolding analysis:Kinetic unfolding analysis:
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N (F ,r) = e
−
k1

br
( e bF −1)

slope = b =
∆ l∗

kBT

where

∆l1
* = 1.6nm

(folded -> *)

NonNon--equilibrium pulling gives equilibrium pulling gives 
distance to transition statedistance to transition state

Brittle vs. compliant  molecules
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Equilibrium free energies from irreversible curves?

More interactions, more kinetic barriers

P4-P6

The Jarzynski Equality

e− β∆G( z ) = e−βWi (z,r)

N→∞

For systems of any size, and driven arbitrarily far 
from equilibrium (C. Jarzynski, PRL 1997):

equilibrium     non-equilibrium

Wi(z,r ) = Fi(z' ,r )dz'
0

z

∫where

Hummer and Szabo, PNAS, 2001
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Averaging force curves
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∆G(z) = Frev
0

z

∫ dz

Frev

Only for rate->0

For all rates

Balance 
condition

e− β∆G =
1
N

e− β∆Ge−βWdiss ,i

i

N∑

1 = e− βWdiss , i

W
i
= ∆G +Wdiss ,i

:

Case 1 : Equilibrium pulling: All            terms are equal to 0. Wdiss ,i

Case 2:   Hysteretic pulling:“Balance condition” requires 
negative          terms to offset positive.Wdiss ,i

Faster pulling :greater variation in Wdiss

Define Wdiss so

then
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Negative Wdiss?
Every work trajectory Wi contains some information about 
the initial (equilibrium) ensemble (Mazonka and Jarzynski, 
1999). 
Brownian forces can temporarily aid  a  dissipative 
process.  A folded molecule can denature spontaneously 
without external force.  Therefore, pulling at this exact 
time gives a low force trajectory. The faster such a 
trajectory is forced, relative to the relaxation time of the 
process, the wider the distribution of Wdiss terms will be.

Test of Jarzynski’s Equality

(2) Hysteretic curves must be 
accessible, but not too far from 
equilibrium, or N is too large.

(1) Choose a test molecule where 
the equilibrium free energy 
function ∆G(z) is known.

P5abc in EDTA fits these 
requirements.  Alternate 
fast/slow pulls to cancel drift.

(3) Instrument drift must be small
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36

Detail, slow, med fast

slow  medium  fast

N>500

Jarzynski Averaging recovers 
∆G(z) to within 0.5kBT 
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Variation of Wdiss

increases with 
speed

slow fast

z=7nm

z=17nm

z=27nm

Mean restoring force from Jarzynski
Solid lines are simple 
average of pulling curves. 

Dashed lines are derivatives 
of ∆G obtained by Jarzynski
averaging.

fast
medium
slow
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Various tools are available to extract kinetic and 
thermodynamic properties of RNA structures:

Conclusions

Area under reversible force curve gives ∆G
Hopping rates give k, k-1, and K(f)
Irreversible break-force distr. give l*, ∆G*
Jarzynski Averaging successfully recovered 
∆G(z) from non-equilibrium force curves.
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